News about you

Central

Robert Achille, Chicago Audit & Assurance, last worked with Touche, Ross (now Deloitte) as of May 1972 and now has a granddaughter starting with Deloitte this September.

Hyder Aga, Chicago Consulting, is a Senior Consultant in SAP / SuccessFactors and has now migrated to Workday. He is currently working as a Solution Architect in the Workday ecosystem.

Randy Ahlm, Minneapolis Consulting, is the CEO at Imperial Plastics in Lakeville, MN. Imperial Plastics is a multi-site injection molding company with significant value-add capabilities supporting OEMs in the agriculture, recreational vehicles, material handling, outdoor sports, test equipment, automotive, filtration and other industrial segments.

Jack Baines, Dallas Audit & Assurance, is the CFO & Principal for GDA Architects, an architecture firm specializing in residential and office building design as well as commercial, mixed use, and industrial projects.

Paul Benson, Dallas Consulting, has spent 30 years in healthcare industry in various roles from manager of nine clinics to director of cardiology to running Medicaid programs to HIPAA consultant for two major healthcare companies. “Never worked a day in my life, that’s what happens when you love what you do.” He lives in Scottsdale, AZ.

Al Carlson, Minneapolis Audit, recently joined Sourcewell (formerly known as NJPA) and is responsible for its Minnesota self-insured health insurance pool, serving multiple public sector employers. He enjoys working remotely from his home in Minnetonka, MN, where his wife of 25 years, Kathy, coaches figure skating, and his two adult children can easily visit from their Twin City homes.

Mark Castaneda, Oakbrook Terrace Tax, accepted a CFO role at Tilray, Inc. in March 2018 and led the company through an IPO on July 19, 2018.

Larry Deckerhoff, Houston Tax, recently transitioned from Tata Consultancy Services as a Director for Energy Solutions to Tech Mahindra as AVP and Global Client Partner for ExxonMobil. He continues to reside in the Woodlands, TX.

Harry DeMaio, Cincinnati Risk and Financial Advisory, has devoted most of his time to writing tongue-in-cheek, alternate universe, detective novels after retiring from Deloitte.

Michelle Drew, Chicago Services, joined Tenneco in March as VP of Corporate Strategy and Development.

Sean Eby, Chicago Consulting, is the Director of Engineering with XPOLogistics in Chicago, a global engineering firm for products like XPOConnect, DriveXPO, and global track and trace for all XPO freight.

Randall Franke, Milwaukee Audit & Assurance, served as CFO for Marshall & Swift/Boeckh before he retired in 2018. He is living in Milwaukee area with his wife, Carol.
Erik Gerard, Cleveland Consulting, presented to the prestigious Scottsdale Institute "New Technology Options for EHR Desktop Delivery" in August. He has shared his recent experiences and perspectives regarding virtual desktop infrastructure strategies in today’s rapidly changing technology market.

Chris Jarmush, Cleveland Tax, was named Director of Defined Contribution Consulting for Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC, a subsidiary of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

Jason Katz, Cincinnati Tax, was named as a Principal at Bartlett Wealth Management in Cincinnati, OH. At Bartlett, he provides comprehensive financial and tax planning for high and ultra-high net worth clients and their families.

Jerry Keating, Dallas Consulting, has been working as an Agile coach for local clients.

Martin LaBrecque, Grand Rapids Global, has retired as of June 1. He last worked in the Grand Rapids office as part of the Technology Procurement within CoRe.

Larry Laminger, Kansas City Consulting, volunteers as a small business mentor with SCORE at the Lake of the Ozarks and is treasurer and board member at Lake Area Industries. He and his wife, Jeanne, recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. He also attended his 50th Univ. of Missouri St. Louis college reunion in May.

Douglas Laney, Chicago Consulting, and currently VP & Distinguished Analyst at Gartner, has published a book, "Infonomics: How to Monetize, Manage, and Measure Information for Competitive Advantage.

Serenna Lebron, Omaha Risk and Financial Advisory, and her husband welcomed their son, Beckett Hunter Watts, on June 11.

Tony Lenamon, Dallas Consulting, was named Executive Vice President and National Practice Leader at CBRE for the Multifamily Valuation Group.

Jay Lewis, New Orleans Audit, has retired from his position as Vice President of Regulatory Policy for Entergy Corp. and has taken on a full-time position as an Instructor of Accounting at the University of Louisiana at Monroe.

Debbie Meyer, St. Louis Tax, is the owner of WorthyNest LLC based in St. Charles, MO. She was recently honored for contributions to the Personal Financial Planning profession through the AICPA’s Standing Ovation Award. She was also quoted in the Wall Street Journal through the article “A Plan for Your Children Could Save Your Retirement.”

Steve Michael, Grand Rapids Audit, has been a realtor for over 40 years, an Arizona real estate broker since 1984, a Certified Residential Specialist since 1995, and enjoyed Realtor of the Year for Certified Residential Specialist honors. He is currently a realtor at Greenridge Realty, in Kentwood, MI.

Emad Nakhnoukh, Minneapolis Risk and Financial Advisory, is currently leading a project in a leading Los Angeles health care company as a project manager and is also assisting the Program Manager in managing 11 projects. He currently lives in Irvine, CA.

Damian Ng, Chicago Risk and Financial Advisory, is working with Zoro Tools, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Grainger, as the Senior Manager - IT Security Risk Compliance.

Alex Obregon, Houston Risk and Financial Advisory, was named by the Houston Business Journal 2018 “40 Under 40” class for work on Houston pension reform and Hurricane Harvey aftermath.

George Papadopoulos, Ann Arbor Tax, has been placed #9 in the 2018 Investopedia Top 100 Financial Advisors List.

Brent Parker, Houston Tax, received the “40 Under 40” recognition by Boating Industry Magazine.
Melinda Phelps, Detroit Tax, started her own practice in Detroit, M.S. Phelps, CPA, PLLC, in 2016. She serves on the MICPA Taskforce Committee and is currently in law school at Loyola University Chicago, majoring in Masters of Jurisprudence in Compliance & Enterprise Risk Management with an area of concentration in domestic and international business law. She is also an adjunct professor, teaching accounting courses at Cleary University.

Sherylann Phillips, Chicago Consulting, is the Chief of Staff to the CIO - Technology and Operations at Alight Solutions which provides administration, cloud-based HR and financial solutions to 1,400 clients serving 19 million employees.

Candice Quarles, Dallas Tax, was re-elected to the DeSoto City Council as the youngest member currently serving a three-year term. She is also the new Organizing Director for Working Families Organization in Texas.

Sam Raj, Chicago Global, joined TCS into Retail practice as NA Retail Lead Enterprise Architect in July of this year.

Dan Riley, Pittsburgh Consulting, is the Owner of AirPerspective.Com which is a service devoted to turnkey aerial and ground photography accompanied with web-hosting, video/audio coordination, etc.

Thomas Robinson, Milwaukee Audit & Assurance, after serving at University of Wisconsin Whitewater, Tom joined University of Alaska Fairbanks from which he retired and was awarded professor emeritus in 2005. He is involved in many projects, adventures, and businesses unique to Alaska. He enjoys family, especially grandchildren, getting out to bush and his remote lake cabin.

Cary Schwab, Detroit Consulting, started an engineering firm focused on automotive engineering, technology, project management business development. Currently supporting several projects.

Shelby Schwartzbauer, Minneapolis Consulting, was married to Isaac Schwartzbauer on February 24th of 2018.

Donna Shultz, Dayton Audit & Assurance, is working part-time for Thorn Lewis + Duncan.

Ken Sipiora, Dallas Consulting, serves on the Board of the McKinney Economic Development Corporation. He continues to reside in McKinney, TX since his retirement.

Vic Son, Cleveland Audit & Assurance, is currently the CFO for a multifamily ownership company with 3900 units (8 years) located in Pittsburgh area. He was named the Pittsburgh Business Times CFO of the Year in 2015.

Jeffrey Sopko, Pittsburgh Consulting, is working with Standard Molecular in the role of Chief Commercial Officer.

Dave Stephens, Chicago Audit & Assurance, is retired in Atlanta. In between golf and traveling, he provides sales consulting assistance to supply chain planning software startup, Valizant.

Hana Strickler, Davenport Audit & Assurance, is controller at Grace Engineered Products, Inc. in Davenport. She recently presented on unlimited PTO at a Disrupt HR event.

Krol Vande, Dwayne, Des Moines Tax, was recently elected President of the Iowa Society of CPAs Board of Directors for 2018 - 2019.

Kalya Vasudeva, Denver Consulting, moved back to India in 2007 and currently lives in Bangalore. He is currently working with HCL Technologies as General Manager (Associate). He is proud to report that his son recently secured undergrad admission in the San Diego State University aerospace engineering program.

Curtis Verschoor, Chicago Services, has published his latest book: Curt Verschoor On Ethics - Timely Columns from Strategic Finance Magazine.
Valerie Waid, Pittsburgh Consulting, is Vice President of Clinical Operations at Meadville Medical Center. She and her husband were blessed to become parents in July 2016.

Jordan Weiss, Omaha Audit & Assurance, recently took a job as CFO at Core Bank in Omaha.

David Yeung, Chicago Consulting, was recently appointed Chief Financial Officer for Education, Training, and Research Associates (ETR).

Alan Young, Detroit Audit & Assurance, is currently the Chairman of the Michigan Association of CPAs.

East

Aman Advani, Atlanta Consulting, earned his MBA at MIT and launched Ministry of Supply with the mission of changing what we wear on a typical day of consulting. "Specifically, we focus on radically engineering dress clothes so they’re a lot more comfortable but work appropriate. In six years on the market, we’ve seen a lot of success and a ton of support from Deloitte, where I often speak on panels, host recruiting events, and even show up at Deloitte University!”

Rick Allen, Miami Consulting, is working on PeopleSoft Implementations with virtually no down-time between clients covering both Healthcare and Financial Services industries.

Satyam B, Jersey City Consulting, started his journey as a serial entrepreneur. First one was NetSilica that launched StoreNShare (first versions of DropBox and Personal Cloud), and pioneered SSL-VPNs in Network & Application Security. Later he founded NeoSilica, that pioneered IIoT+Cloud+Analytics based technology solutions, for Multi-Utility Smart Grid, Solar, Microgrids, Smart Buildings, and Smart Cities.

Brett Baskin, McLean Consulting, started his own government consultancy, Fendinet LLC. He manages government related contracts in the U.S. Defense and Security space.

Eileen Beiter, Rochester New York Consulting, is currently Associate Professor of Accounting at Nazareth College.

Jacqueline Bell, Boston Consulting, is married and is now known by her new name "Jackie Egan". She is currently working with ADP and managing a team in overseeing Strategic Alliances.

Bill Bender, Parsippany Audit & Assurance, enjoys living on a golf course in a private community and playing golf every chance he gets.

Pennsylvania

Donna Betteridge, Washington Tax, is currently working as an actor. Her credits include House of Cards, T-Mobile commercial, Wonder Woman II, and a Walter Reed inpatient simulation working with doctors and behavioral counselors honing their new skills. She finds time to work at her local radio station and at the homestead where she grew up moving trees, reworking gardens, and started a small orchard of apples and paw paws.

Donnie Bobbitt, Charlotte Audit and Assurance, is CFO of Adams Beverages, an Anheuser-Busch affiliated wholesaler in Charlotte, NC.

Kassim Chaudry, Jersey City Consulting, is Senior Systems Engineer Data Protection Solutions, Global Alliances at Dell.

Alexandra Christie, Charlotte Tax, is in an acting manager role, working in investment management, at CohnReznick.
LaTonya Clark, Rosslyn Consulting, is a senior strategic planning manager at Fannie Mae in Washington, DC. She was appointed to the Board of Directors of the Washington Government Relations Group Foundation in June 2018 and, in the same month, was inducted into the prestigious The Links, Incorporated Scott Hawkins Leadership Institute.

Raphael Clarke, Rosslyn Consulting, is currently the Vice President of Development, EDI Advisory Group.

William Colin, Audit & Assurance, has celebrated his 90th birthday in March 2017. He has resided for 17 years in the FIRST Condominium built in Connecticut where he has served as Condo President, Condo Secretary, Condo Director and a Member of the Finance Committee.

Annie Croslow, Nashville Audit & Assurance, is named to the Board of Directors for the Preeclampsia Foundation, the nation’s preeminent organization advocating for and funding of research into preeclampsia.

Mintu Dey, Hermitage Consulting, completed his PG in Management and then got married. He is pursuing business consulting engagements, became PMI ACP and SAFe Agilist, and is currently focusing more on agile coaching and process consulting and hopes to write a book someday.


David Dresner, New York Consulting, has published his book The Discovered Sanctuary. The book is the first in the young adult fantasy fiction genre.

Eduardo Ferrari, Charlotte Consulting, is working at Huron Consulting Group, a small consulting firm in Chicago. He does research on automation of processes and has nearly completed his MBA in Data Science in October.

Kevin Field, New York Consulting, transformed a traditional IT department into a high performing organization. He published his roadmap and many of the salient points in this unique achievement on Heller Search Associates’ blog.

Patrick Gannon, Washington Consulting, is the Membership Development Officer at Montgomery County Employees Federal Credit Union.

Ignacio Garcia-Menocal, Miami Audit & Assurance, is the co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of Grove Bay Hospitality Group which is a multi-concept restaurant group that prides itself on the diversification of its portfolio in terms of both dining style and cuisine. He was recently nominated as a 2018 finalist for the EY Entrepreneur of the Year Award.

Soledad Guilera, New York Consulting, is the Executive Director at the Center for Evidence Based Policy at Torcuato Di Tella University in Buenos Aires. She is the proud mother of four-year old, Pablo, and two-year-old twins, Juana and Helena.

Alok Gupta, Atlanta Consulting, recently married Bianca Roat at a three-day wedding event at Round Hill Resort in Montego Bay, Jamaica. Executive Search at The Koblentz Group, VC/PE activity through his company Loki Group Inc. and teaching in Emory University Goizueta’s MBA program.

Joyce Harris, Rosslyn Services, launched a successful travel business, SunsationTravel, specializing in custom tours to Cuba. They have developed a customized People-to-People group experience.

Michael Herz, New York Audit & Assurance, joined NuEnergen, LLC, an energy consulting firm based in White Plains, NY, as VP of Accounting & Finance in April 2018. He also became the President of the NYS Society of CPAs Westchester Chapter in June 2018.

Madeleine Hirsch, Charlotte Consulting, and her husband Kurtis welcomed a beautiful baby girl, Kelly Allison Pearce, on March 16, 2018.
Steven Honigsbaum, New York Services, is working with CS&T Process Documentation Team in the role of Technical Writer.

Stephanie Huber, Atlanta Consulting, accepted an offer at a large consumer products company in Atlanta, Georgia. In her new role, Stephanie serves as an IT architect and is currently advising an SAP S/4HANA and Enterprise HANA implementation. Currently she is busy preparing for the birth of a daughter Amelia, due in mid-August.

Liesa Jenkins, Nashville Consulting, was recently appointed Director of the Division of Health Disparities for the Tennessee Department of Health. She is responsible for development and oversight of the State Office of Rural Health and Health Access, as well as the Office of Minority Health and Disparities Elimination.

Rick Kelley, McLean Consulting, spent his time at Deloitte traveling around the world to different offices to improve quality control. An avid athlete who lived a healthy lifestyle faced the biggest challenge and surprise of his life when he suffered a stroke at age 53 on January 22, 2013. He turned a tragedy into a triumph, working with Sheltering Arms, committing to physical therapy, and participating and relocating for three demanding clinical trials. After three years of hard work, he was not only able to walk, but went to Machu Picchu and walked 1,000 steps!

Kelley decided to help others and became a donor for Sheltering Arms and was then appointed to the Foundation Board of Directors.

Kelley also keeps busy with his two sons. He describes Deloitte as the highlight of his business career.

Chris Kluesener, New York Consulting, is to be married to Ms. Lauren Rosa on September 1, 2018 in West Hartford, CT. After Deloitte, he joined Alpha, a rapidly growing startup providing an on-demand insights platform to Fortune 500 brands.

Bill Liebler, Charlotte Audit & Assurance, started a new job at NetSuite/Oracle as a Principal Value Management consultant responsible for assisting their NetSuite Not For Profit Sales Team build compelling business cases for their prospective customers.

Jennifer King Lockridge, Atlanta Consulting, recently joined the NeuroLeadership Institute on the Innovation team as Innovation Project Manager. She is leveraging her background in marketing, sales operations, product development and knowledge management to drive innovation in solutions, delivery and internal processes.

Neda Sue Long, Nashville Audit & Assurance, relocated in April to Chattanooga, TN to begin a new job in finance for Sanofi’s US Consumer Healthcare division. She gave birth to her second child, a little girl, Ramona Louise.

Joshua Mahler, New York Audit & Assurance, is blessed with a baby boy, Jesse Aaron.

Tom Mangelsdorf, Orlando Consulting, is now a Certified Cyber Security Architect and a Certified HIPAA Professional. His first grandchild is due on Aug 20.

Aagya Mathur, McLean Consulting, is the proud co-founder of Aavia.

Joan Michelson, New York Services, is host of the Green Connections Radio™ podcast series. She interviews women innovators and leaders in energy, sustainability and corporate responsibility covering topics on leadership, innovation, careers, communications, energy storage and technologies, policy, sustainable consumer products (including apparel) and travel, and even the arts, like folks reducing the carbon footprint of film productions.

Reynold Mooney, Boston Services, will assume in October the role of Chair of the Board of Directors at Project HOPE, one of the world’s most prominent NGOs focused on the global health arena.
Eran Mordel, New York Consulting, left Deloitte in July on the GSAP program to begin his two-year full-time MBA at Columbia University. He plans to return in Fall 2020 upon completion of his degree.

Frank Nagle, Washington Risk and Financial Advisory, joined Harvard Business School this summer as an Asst. Professor in the Strategy Unit. His research and teaching will focus on technology strategy including crowdsourcing and cyber security. Prior to HBS, Nagle was an Asst. Professor at the University of Southern California.

DJ Ndlovu, Rosslyn Consulting, was recently promoted to Senior Director in the Change Management Office at the College Board where he has worked for four years. DJ also released a new progressive hip hop album *Dumi Right*.

Cabrini Pak, Boston Services, earned her PhD in Religion and Culture from The Catholic University of America in 2017 with a special focus on transcendence in resilient American service members who survived a POW experience and wrote about it later. Her first article based on her dissertation was accepted to the journal *Military Medicine* in May 2018, entitled, "The downside risk of failing to transcend extraordinarily negative experiences: a narrative analysis".

Ryan Pallathra, Rosslyn Consulting, is currently the Director of Business Development for NutriScience Innovations LLC, a global supplier of nutritional ingredients and functional health and wellness solutions. He is originally from Connecticut and now splits his time for NutriScience's business development work between New York City and Chicago.


Thom Probus, Alexandria Consulting, is working with JPMorgan Chase in Newark, DE as technical project manager. Prior to joining JPMorgan Chase, he served as technical project director for a late-stage startup in Columbia, MD.

Danish Qureshi, McLean Tax, is happy to share the birth of their third child, a boy named Zohaan on April 24, 2018.

John Richmond, Hermitage Services, left Deloitte to pursue entrepreneur opportunities and dreams that he has been wanting to explore for the last 28 years. He has been working on developing his first iOS and Android app and just received his first private funding from an investor.

Winters Richwine, Atlanta Audit & Assurance, is Chief Operating Officer at Cornerstone Management in Atlanta which provides investment consulting services to Christian nonprofit organizations. He recently become a principal equity owner in the firm.

Domingo Rodriguez, New York Audit & Assurance, recently became a first time homeowner.

Kathryn Ross, Rosslyn Enterprise Risk, is working as a Senior Consultant for another Big Four firm.

Owen Sanderson, Boston Consulting, and his wife, Kellie MacDonald, welcomed their first son, Quinn Francis, into the world in January.

Rob Schimek, Princeton Audit & Assurance, joined FWD Insurance Group in Singapore effective August 1, 2018 as Chief Operating Officer with responsibilities for information technology, digital strategies, customer experience, communications, General Insurance and Insurtech investments.

Jamie Schroeder, Rosslyn Consulting, completed her MBA at London Business School and is moving to Mountain View, CA for a strategy and operations role on the Google Shopping team. She and her husband are expecting in early November.

John Searle, Chadds Ford Consulting, spent 15 years supporting the SAP SD function after retiring from Deloitte. He then returned to his native South Africa to live with his daughter. He acquired a
Labrador retriever and joined Pets As Therapy (P.A.T.), run entirely by volunteers, whose aim is to bring a bit of joy into the lives of the elderly.

**Saurabh Shah, Philadelphia Consulting**, is currently working at Morgan Stanley as Vice President technology in Mumbai.

**Ed Sheldon, Parsippany Audit & Assurance**, retired in 2009 and turned his hobby of coin collection into a business of buying and selling silver and gold coins throughout the US and Canada, the UK and the Bahamas.

**Andrey Shinkarenko, New York Audit & Assurance**, recently moved to London as a Senior Director.

**Cori Sims, Orlando Consulting**, transitioned to the vendor Workday as a Workday HCM Services Trainer to deliver HCM training to consultants/partners in the Workday ecosystem. She loves running into old colleagues.


**Mercedes Soria, Hermitage Services**, was featured on the cover of the *Diversity In Action* magazine.

**Walter Stosch, Richmond Audit& Assurance**, retired as an audit partner in June 1991. In 1992, he was elected to the Virginia Senate where he served 24 years until his 2016 retirement. He served as Majority Leader, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and President pro tempore. He served on the board of a public company as the Chair of its audit committee and served as a professor teaching Forensic Accounting at a major state university. In retirement he is active on the boards of the Virginia Community College System, the Virginia529 College Savings Plan, the Virginia Veterans’ Foundation, and the Great Aspirations Scholarship Program (GRASP). He enjoys spending time with his wife, two children, four grandchildren and three great grandchildren.

**Marley Cohen Tannenbaum, New York Audit & Assurance**, joined Celgene Corporation as Associate Director, Corporate Accounting.

**David Tatge, Washington Audit & Assurance**, opened his own law firm that specializes in commercial law, finance, and business litigation.

**Leslie Tripp, Rosslyn Risk and Financial Advisory**, was previously a Deputy Project Manager for the SBA 7(a) Oversight for Office of Credit Risk Management (OCRM) and is currently working at The Hilltop Companies, in McLean, VA.

**Allison Tsao, Parsippany Consulting**, relocated to Sydney, Australia and received her Masters in Org Development in 2016. She started her own company, Humans Who Lead, in November 2017 and is engaged to be married in Sri Lanka in April 2019.

**Rick Veit, Stamford Audit**, has been an attorney for 30 years, and CFP for 25, and is serving as a Captain in the New York Guard.

**Philip Weintraub, Washington Audit & Assurance**, was awarded a Doctor of Public Health (DrPH) from the University of London, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, Faculty of Public Health and Policy, Department of Health Services Research and Policy in May 2018.

**Joseph Wilson, McLean Services**, retired from Boeing (a subsidiary called Tapestry Solutions) two years ago. He is currently living in Poway, CA.

**Andrea Young, Jericho Audit & Assurance**, was recently promoted to Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer of United-Guardian, Inc., a manufacturer of personal care products based in Hauppauge, NY.
West

Wilson Cheung, San Francisco Audit & Assurance, recently joined KBP BioSciences USA, Inc. as CFO. Wilson and his wife, Fiona, are expecting a new baby boy due August 4.

Wendy Donohoe, San Francisco Audit & Assurance, is celebrating 20 years at Santa Clara University as Accounting Faculty Professor of Practice. Her position at SCU caps a terrific journey as a CPA where she taught financial and managerial accounting, tax, and developed a Personal Financial Planning course as foundation for budding CPAs who might aspire to PFS (Personal Financial Specialist). She is also the Director of Internships for Academic Credit.

Jessica Eng, Los Angeles Risk and Financial Advisory, graduated with her MBA from UCLA Anderson in June and started a new role as an Energy Contract Manager at Southern California Edison.

Steve Ettinger, Phoenix Tax, is currently Director of Tax at Kona Grill, Inc.

Rose Huie, San Francisco Audit & Assurance, received a Certificate of Appreciation Award from California Society of CPAs earlier this year for 40 years of membership. She has been a sole proprietor since 1981 and recently started a new professional corporation with Vivian Chen CPA.

DeeAnn (Gengler) Jurgens, Portland Audit & Assurance, is now the Chief Financial Officer of Relay Resources, a non-profit organization based in Portland, OR.

Kirk Kappelhoff, San Jose Audit & Assurance, joined the alumni ranks in July and looks forward to reading all the alumni updates.

Steve Kroll, Los Angeles Audit & Assurance, retired from the corporate world in 2001 after serving as Chief Financial Officer for Varco International, Scantron Corporation, Viking Office Products and Radiance Medical Systems. He is currently Professor of Accounting at Coastline Community College in Fountain Valley, CA, and was recently honored as Outstanding Faculty Member at Cerritos Community College in Norwalk, CA where he has been an adjunct faculty member since 1970.

Heather (Border) Loechle, Portland Audit & Assurance, is now a manager at Presolve Consulting, helping her clients prepare for their external audits by performing internal audits and SOX 404 controls assessments. She lives in Molalla, OR with her husband, two kids and dog, Divot, named by her husband, a golf instructor.

James Van Tatenhove, Los Angeles Audit & Assurance, is living in Las Vegas and is semi-active in the Las Vegas, NV chapter of Financial Executive International.

Sharon Watkins, Seattle Consulting, is currently beginning her third project cycle at the United Nations Development Program, Eastern Europe division, based out of Istanbul, Turkey. Her role on the project began with technical solution and tool identification, then to vendor selection and bidding, to requirements development and management, through to implementation of the new platform and facilitating their work with the third party technical development team.

Lou Weller, San Francisco Tax, started his own law practice in July 2015 and is enjoying the casual lifestyle. Lou was recently named Best Tax Lawyer in San Francisco by Best Lawyers™. In spare time he travels and tries to figure out how to lower his ridiculously high golf handicap.

Eloy Yndigoyen, Los Angeles Consulting, was recently appointed to the Board of Advisors of Spread The Love Foods. Eloy will focus his efforts on helping build out and execute the brand’s e-commerce strategy.
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